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Abstract
We study accelerated stochastic gradient descent through the lens of the growth
condition. Stochastic gradient methods (SGD) with momentum, such as heavy
ball (HB) and Nesterov’s accelerated methods (NAM), are widely used in prac-
tice, especially for training neural networks. However, numerical experiments
and theoretical results have shown that there are simple problem instances where
SGD with momentum cannot outperform vanilla SGD. Furthermore, most of the
research on accelerated SGD consider restricted settings with quadratic functions
or assumption of additive noise with bounded variance. In this work, we assume a
growth condition that states the stochastic gradients can be dominated by a multi-
plicative part and an additive part, where the multiplicative part shrinks relative to
the full gradient, while the additive part is bounded. We provide insight into the
behavior of acceleration in stochastic settings under the growth condition by show-
ing robustness, with respect to a perturbation on gradients, of accelerated methods.
Several accelerated methods, including accelerated dual averaging methods and
robust momentum methods, are examined for the robust property. We illustrate
how the multiplicative noise affects the convergence rate of accelerated methods
and may cause convergence to fail. We establish a trade-off between robustness
and convergence rate, which shows that even though simple accelerated methods
like HB and NAM are optimal in the deterministic case, more sophisticated design
of algorithms leads to robustness in stochastic settings and achieves a better con-
vergence rate than vanilla SGD. Moreover, we provide unified optimal schemes of
averaging and diminishing momentum and stepsize, which achieves the theoreti-
cal lower bound up to some constants.
1 Introduction
First-order stochastic methods are prominently used for optimization in machine learning and for
solving stochastic approximation problems due to their scalability and extreme success in training
neural networks. In a non-stochastic setting, where gradient without noise can be accessed, the
gradient descent is suboptimal for the class of convex functions [48], and accelerated methods, such
as heavy ball (HB) [52] and Nesterov’s accelerated methods (NAM) [49], are commonly applied as
they achieve the optimal convergence rate. Although the accelerated first-order methods are well-
studied in past decades, theoretical understanding of accelerated methods remains limited when used
with stochastic gradients.
Consider an unconstrained optimization problem in a stochastic setting:
min
xPRd
fpxq, (1)
Preprint. Under review.
where f : Rd Ñ R is L-smooth andm-strongly convex (see Section 1.2). Instead of having a direct
access to the full gradient ∇fpxq, we query a noisy oracle that returns ∇̂fpxq “ ∇fpxq ` εpxq,
where x P Rd and εpxq is a perturbation that depends on the current iterate x. Most existing
works of vanilla SGD [53, 39, 58] and accelerated SGD [9, 8] are restricted to additive noise with a
uniformly bounded variance, E}εpxq}2 ď σ2 for some constant σ2. However, such an assumption
is restrictive even in the least squares regression problem
min
xPRd
fpxq “ 1
2
Ea,b„D
“paJx´ bq2‰ , (2)
where a, b are sampled from a distribution D. Let x‹ denote the optimum, Eaa
J “ Σ. Then the
noise εpxq of a stochastic first-order oracle ∇̂fpxq with sample a, b „ D is:
∇̂fpxq ´∇fpxq “ paaJ ´ Σqpx´ x‹q ` aJpx‹ ´ aJbq ´ EraJpx‹ ´ aJbqs. (3)
Therefore the uniform bound assumption is not satisfied in this example unless x is in a compact
domain. A more general assumption on the noise ε, which is satisfied by the least squares regression
example, is a growth condition [61, 55, 12, 65, 51, 59], which assumes that the stochastic gradient
can be dominated by a multiplicative part and an additive part, where the multiplicative part shrinks
relative to the full gradient, while the additive part is bounded. The growth condition is the necessary
and sufficient condition for linear convergence of the stochastic gradient method for the class of
strongly convex functions with Lipschitz gradient [14].
We study the following fundamental questions: Can one obtain a similar accelerated convergence
rate as in a deterministic case and achieve the minimax optimal statistical risk faster than vanilla
SGD? To understand this question, for the least square regression with additive noise that has vari-
ance bounded by σ2, [62] showed the minimax rate of convergence is Opdσ2{nq, where n is the
sample size. This risk is obtained by the empirical risk minimizer. Tail-averaged SGD [33] satisfies
the risk bound fpxSGDn q ´ fpx‹q “ O
`
expp´nm{Lq ` σ2d{n˘. Thus, the question is if we can
accelerate SGD and achieve
fpxnq ´ fpx‹q “ O
´
expp´n
a
m{Lq ` dσ2{n
¯
. (4)
Unfortunately there is a negative example for the least square regression (See Section 3.1)
where SGD with the heavy ball cannot outperform vanilla SGD [37]. On the other hand,
O
´
expp´n
a
m{Lq ` σ2d{n
¯
can be achieved under some cases. For example, with extra mo-
ment conditions, [34] introduces a stochastic algorithm and obtains the bound (4). [13, 8] further
established faster convergence rate for SGD with momentum under bounded variance assumption,
while [26] achieved accelerated rate of convergence in the setting of constrained (bounded-diameter)
minimization. In this work, we unify these theoretical and empirical observations on acceleration
in SGD. A short answer to the fundamental question is that acceleration in the stochastic setting is
possible under the growth condition introduced Section 3. However, not all methods can be accel-
erated. For example, HB is not robust to the multiplicative noise, which is the key to getting faster
convergence rate.
Our contribution is threefold. First, we prove that several accelerated first-order methods are robust
to the multiplicative noise in Section 2. Second, we discuss convergence bounds under the growth
condition in Section 3. We show that the multiplicative part affects the convergence rate and is
one reason why SGD cannot be accelerated. Finally, in Section 4, we provide optimal schemes of
averaging and diminishing momentum and stepsize, which achieve the faster convergence bound (4)
under the growth condition.
1.1 Additional Related Work
There is a large body of literature on accelerated gradient methods. [63] is the work closest to ours,
where convergence rate of accelerated SGD with constant stepsize and diminishing momentum was
studied. However, they do not discuss how to eliminate the variance term and achieve optimal con-
vergence rate. Recently,[70] proposed a gradient averaging strategy with decreasing stepsize, which
can improve the convergence rate in probability. [35] presented accelerated stochastic approxima-
tion methods using mini-batch with multiplicative noise.
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In least squares regression, [23, 18, 10] studied SGD with constant-step size, and [20] extended
the analysis to more general functions. [68, 38, 19] model the trajectory of accelerated gradient
methods using differential equations. [41] used a control-theoretic stability framework to cast mo-
mentum schemes as linear dynamical systems with feedback and characterize their convergence rate.
[32] extend the control-theoretic stability framework. [27] characterize convergence properties of
the quasi-hyperbolic momentum method [44] around the minimizer for strongly-convex quadratic
functions with bounded gradients and bounded gradient noise variance.
1.2 Notation
We use } ¨ } to denote the ℓ2 norm and Id and 0d to denote the d ˆ d identity and zero matrices,
respectively. We write A b B for the Kronecker product of two matrices. Matrix inequalities hold
in the semidefinite sense. Throughout the paper we assume that f in (1) is twice differentiable,
L-smooth, andm-strongly convex with respect to } ¨ }, i.e. it holds that for all x, y
fpyq ď fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` L
2
}y ´ x}2, fpyq ě fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` m
2
}y ´ x}2.
We will frequently use the several well known properties of convexity and smoothness. See ap-
pendix A and [73, 48]. Let Fpm,Lq denote a class of functions that are m-strongly convex and
L-smooth and x‹ “ argminx fpxq denote the unique optimum of (1). Given a convex function
φpxq, we define Bregman divergence∆ψpx, yq “ ψpxq´ψpyq´x∇ψpyq, x´ yy and convex conju-
gate ψ‹pzq “ maxx
 
zJx´ ψpxq(. See Appendix A for more useful properties. For two sequences
of numbers tanu8n“1 and tbnu8n“1, we use an “ Opbnq to denote that an ď Cbn and an “ Ωpbnq
to denote that an ě Cbn for some finite positive constant C. O˜pbnq is the same as Opbnq but hides
log factors.
2 Robustness to Multiplicative Noises
Given a filtration Gk containing all the past information up to time k and ζ P Rd, the perturbation
εk`1pζq is a Gk`1-measurable random field with Erεk`1pζq | Gks “ 0. Moreover, tεkpζquką0 are
independent and identically distributed. We will omit ζ and write εkpζq “ εk when it is clear from
the context. Consider an initial point ξ0 P G0 and a linear dynamical system for a first order method
ξk`1 “ Aξk `Bωkpζkq, ζk “ Cξk, (5)
where ωkpζkq “ ∇fpζkq ` εk`1pζkq. The following example shows why SGD converges under the
growth condition and motivate us to define the general concept.
Example 1. Suppose that f P Fpm,Lq. The iterates of SGD are given as xk`1 “ xk ´ ηkωk,
where ωk “ ∇fpxq ` εk`1pxq. Then by strong convexity, we have
E
“}xk`1 ´ x‹}2 | Gk‰ “ }xk ´ x‹}2 ´ 2ηk∇fpxkqJpxk ´ x‹q ` η2kE “}ωk}2 | Gk‰
ď p1´mηkq}xk ´ x‹}2 ´ ηk
m
}∇fpxkq}2 ` η2kE
“}∇fpxkq}2 ` }εk`1}2 | Gk‰
ď p1´mηkq}xk ´ x‹}2 ´
´ηk
m
´ η2k
¯
}∇fpxkq}2 ` η2kE
“}εk}2 | Gk‰ .
By taking expectation on both sides and denoting Ek “ }xk ´ x‹}2 and prk,mk, nkq “
pmηk, ηk{m´ η2k, η2kq, we get
E rEk`1s ď p1´ rkqE rEks ´mkE}∇fpxkq}2 ` nkE}εk`1pxkq}2 (6)
and ηk{m´ η2k ą 0, 1´mηk ą 0 as long as ηk ă 1{m. If E}εk`1pζkq}2 ď E}∇fpxq}2, it is clear
now that the extra marginmkE}∇fpζkq}2 cancels out the noise term nkE}εk`1pζkq}2 by choosing
a small η, which leads to E rEk`1s ď p1´ rkqE rEks.
We will show that this recursion (6) can also be shown for some accelerated methods. In fact,
lacking a robust margin may be the reason causing accelerated methods such as NAM and HB to
fail. Moreover, (6) allows us to study schemes of averaging and diminishingmomentum and stepsize
in a uniformmanner and showing optimal convergence rate. See Section 4. Motivated by Example 1,
we define the property of robustness of an algorithm, which is the key concept throughout this paper.
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Definition 1 (Property of Robustness). We say an algorithm A following the dynamics (5)
have a property of robustness if there exist Gk-measurable random variables Ek and sequences
trk,mk, nkuką0 such that 0 ă rk ă 1,mk, nk ą 0, ErEks ě 0 and
E rEk`1s ď p1´ rkqE rEks ´mkE}∇fpζkq}2 ` nkE}εk`1pζkq}2. (7)
Here E rEk`1s measures progress of the algorithm and can be interpreted as a general definition of
the Lyapunov function. The term mkE}∇fpζkq}2 can be interpreted as an additional robustness
margin, while ensuring the inequality (7) holds. There is a trade off between robustness mk and
convergence rate p1´rtq: with a small rk , the convergence rate p1´rtq is slower, but the robustness
marginmk increases. We start by providing concrete examples in the following sections.
2.1 Accelerated Dual Averaging Method
The iterates of accelerated dual averaging (ADA) method [19] are defined as follows:
xk “ Ak´1
Ak
yk´1 ` ak
Ak
∇φ‹kpzk´1q, yk “ xk ´ ηkωk, zk “ zk´1 ´ akωk, (8)
where ωk “ ∇fpxkq ` εk`1pxkq, φkpxq “
řk
i“1paim{2q}x ´ xi}2 ` pm0{2q}x ´ x0}2, and
Ak “
řk
i“1 ai for a non-negative constantm0 and non-negative sequence ak.
Dual averaging method [69] tackles the dual problem by constructing lower bounds to the optimum.
Since f P Fpm,Lq, we have
fpx‹q ě 1
Ak
kÿ
i“1
airfpxiq `∇fpxkqJpx‹ ´ xkq ` m
2
}xk}2s
ě 1
Ak
kÿ
i“1
airfpxiq ´ εJi px‹ ´ xiqs `
m0
2
}x‹ ´ x0}
` 1
Ak
min
x
#
kÿ
i“1
ai
”
ωJi px´ xiq `
m
2
}x´ xi}2
ı
` m0
2
}x´ x0}2
+
def“ Lk,
(9)
and the dual averaging method aims to minimize the upper bound fpxkq´fpx‹q. We can accelerate
dual averaging method by adding gradient descent steps with a new upper bound Uk “ fpykq and
linearly coupling two approaches [6, 19].
For a Euclidean norm, we have∇φ‹kpzq in a closed form
∇φ‹kpzq “
z `mřki“1 aixi `m0x0
Akm`m0 , (10)
which shows that ADA fits the framework (5). Note that by replacing ∇φ‹kpzk´1q with
∇φ‹k´1pzk´1q in (8), the ADA recovers Nesterov acceleration [47, 34, 64]. The following result
shows ADA has the property of robustness (7), whose proof is deferred to Appendix C.
Theorem 2. ADA have the property of robustness (7) with Ek “ Gk “ Uk ´ Lk and
prk,mk, nkq “
ˆ
ak
Ak
, ηk ´ Lη
2
k
2
´ a
2
k
2A2km
,
Lη2k
2
` a
2
k
2A2km
˙
. (11)
Note that fpykq ´ fpx‹q ď Gk. When εk “ 0, then choosing ηk “ 1{L and ak{Ak “
a
m{L
recovers accelerated convergence rate 1´am{L.
2.2 Implicit Accelerated Dual Averaging Method
The iterates of Implicit Accelerated Dual Averaging Method (iADA or µAGD+ in [15]) are
xk “ Ak´1
Ak
yk´1 ` ak
Ak
∇φ‹kpzk´1q, zk “ zk´1 ´ akωk, yk “
Ak´1
Ak
yk´1 ` ak
Ak
∇φ‹kpzkq, (12)
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where ωk “ ∇fpxkq ` εk`1pxkq. Consider the continuous time dynamics of accelerated dual
averaging method under the setting of strong convexity (See Section 3 in [19] for derivation):
dzt
dt
“ dAt
dt
∇fpytq, dyt
dt
“ dAt
dt
∇φ‹t pztq ´ yt
At
. (13)
Then ADA can be interpreted as an explicit (forward) Euler discretization of (13) with additional
gradient steps aiming to reduce discretization errors. On the other hand, iADA can be derived by
implicit (backward) Euler discretization:
zk “ zk´1 ´ ak∇fpykq, yk “ Ak´1
Ak
yk´1 ` ak
Ak
φ‹kpzkq (14)
Since both sides of (14) involve yk and zk, we need to solve this fixed-point equation, and xk in (12)
is obtained from one step of fixed-point iteration to approximate of yk:
xk
def“ Ak´1
Ak
yk´1 ` ak
Ak
φ‹k´1pzk´1q « yk. (15)
We then replace φ‹k´1pzk´1q by φ‹kpzk´1q, since this is a better approximation for yk from one step
of fixed-point iteration. This minor difference actually improves convergence bound. The following
result shows robustness for iADA and is proven in Appendix C.
Theorem 3. Settingm0 “ 0, iADA converges robustly with the Ek “ Gk “ Uk ´ Lk and
prt,mt, ntq “
ˆ
ak
Ak
,
ˆ
m
2
´ a
2
kL
2A2k
˙
a2k
A2k
,
a2k
A2k
´
ˆ
m
2
´ a
2
kL
2A2k
˙
a2k
A2k
˙
. (16)
If εk “ 0, then choosing ak{Ak “
a
m{L achieves accelerated convergence rate 1´
a
m{L.
2.3 Robust MomentumMethod
A “synthesized Nesterov variant” (SNV) algorithm [41, 63, 16] is governed by the following recur-
sion:
xk`1 “ xk ` β1pxk ´ xk´1q ´ η1∇fpykqq, yk “ xk ` β2pxk ´ xk´1q. (17)
The above recursion can be reparametrized using zk “ xk´xk´1, η1 “ η{L, β1 “ β and β2 “ β{η
as:
zk`1 “ βzk ´ η
L
ωk, xk`1 “ xk ` zk`1, yk “ xk ` β
η
zk, (18)
where ωk “ ∇fpykq ` εk`1pykq. We call this Robust Momentum Method (RMM). This
reparametrization shows that (18) is similar to (8) and (12) with different parameters restrictions.
Theorem 4. Define κ˜ “ L{pθmq, ηk “ κ˜p1´ ρqp1 ´ ρ2q, βk “ κ˜ρ3{pκ˜´ 1q and set
λ “ θ
2m2pκ˜´ κ˜ρ2 ´ 1q
2ρp1´ ρqp1 ´ ρ2q2 , ν “
p1` ρqp1 ´ κ˜` 2κ˜ρ´ κ˜ρ2q
2ρ
. (19)
Then RMM converges robustly with Ek “ V pξkq “ λξJk Pξk ` qθpykq and
prk,mk, nkq “
`
1´ ρ, νp1´ 2θm2{L2 ` θ2q, 1 ´ ν˘ , (20)
where ξk “ pxJk , zJk qJ, gθpxq “ fpxq ´ fpx‹q ´ θm{2}x ´ x‹}2, qθpykq “ pL ´ θmqgpykq ´}∇fpykq}{2, and
P “
„
1 ρ2{p1´ ρ2q
ρ2{p1´ ρ2q ρ4{p1´ ρ2q2

b Id. (21)
The proof and the discussion of V pξkq is deferred to Appendix C and is based on dissipativity theory,
which is briefly introduced in Appendix B. When εk “ 0, setting θ “ 1, we recover accelerated
convergence rate by noting that 0 ď ν ď 1´ 1{κ, if 1´ 1{?κ ď ρ ď 1´ 1{κ.
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3 Convergence Analysis under the Growth Condition
We discuss how to show the accelerated convergence result under the growth condition. The growth
condition states that the stochastic gradients can be dominated by a multiplicative part and an addi-
tive part, where the multiplicative part shrinks relative to the full gradient, while the additive part
is bounded. Formally, for a point ζ and all k, the error εkpζq satisfies the growth condition with
constants δ, σ2, if
E}εk`1pζq}2 ď δ}∇fpζq}2 ` σ2. (22)
Example 2. Several easy examples are provided for illustrating the growth condition.
1. There is an upper bound σ2 such that }ε}2 ď σ2 almost surely, which is a typical assump-
tion for SGD. In this case, heavy-ball method [24] and Nesterov’s accelerated method [31]
can achieve acceleration [13].
2. For the randomized coordinate descent [36], we have
E|∇ikfpζq|2 ď
1
d
dÿ
i“1
|∇ifpζq|2 “ 1
d
}∇fpζq}2, (23)
where∇i is the i-th partial derivative and ik is uniformly distributed.
3. If f is L-smooth and has a minima at x‹, then ε satisfies the weak growth condition with
constant τ ě 0 if
E}εpζq}2 ď 2τLrfpζq ´ fpx‹qs. (24)
SGD meets weak growth condition if the function f is convex and has a finite sum structure
for a model that interpolates the data. See Proposition 2 and more discussions in [64].
The following convergence theorem follows from the growth condition and robustness.
Theorem 5. Suppose that an algorithm A has property of robustness (7) with Ek and prk,mk, nkq
and εk satisfies the growth condition (22) with δ, σ
2. If δnk ´mk ď 0, then
EGk`1 ď p1´ rkqEGk ` nkσ2. (25)
We can apply this theorem to ADA, iADA and RMM.
Corollary 6. Choosing a2k{A2k “ mLη2 and η “ 1{pLp1 ` δqq for ADA and a2k{A2k “ pmp1 ´
δqq{pLp1` δqq andm0 “ 0 for iADA, we have convergence rate of ADA rADA and iADA riADA
rADA “
c
m
Lp1` δq2 , riADA “
d
mp1´ δq
Lp1` δq . (26)
For RMM, if 1 ´ 2pm2{L2qp1 ´ δq ` p1 ´ δq2 ´ δ ą 0, then we get the convergence rate rRMM of
RMM as
rRMM “
d
mp1 ´ δq
L
ˆ
1´ δ
1´ 2pm2{L2qp1´ δq ` p1´ δq2
˙
, (27)
by choosing θ “ p1 ´ δq and parameters in Theorem 4.
The proof is in Appendix D. Compared with the bound
a
m{pLδ2qin [64], (26) is slightly worse.
However, our convergence bounds of all methods achieve original accelerated convergence bound
when δ “ 0, which is more intuitive. For comparison, ADA can handle arbitrarily large noise levels,
but iADA and RMM can only deal with small noise level 0 ď δ ă 1. iADA has similar robustness
compared to ADA, while the convergence bound of RMM is worse than ADA and iADA.
3.1 Stochastic Gradient Descent for Least Squares Regression
We discuss how to accelerate SGD for least squares regression. Though accelerating SGD is impos-
sible in general, [34] showed an acceleration result in least squares regression. Consider the least
square regression problem in (2). SGD uses the first-order oracle that can be decomposed as the
multiplicative part and the additive part:
∇̂fpxq “ apaJx´ bq “ aaJpx´ x‹q ` apaJx‹ ´ bq. (28)
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Since we know the additive part would not affect acceleration, for simplicity, we assume b “ aJx‹.
If EraJaaaJs ď δpEraaJsq2, then the growth condition holds. Given the canonical basis teiudi“1
and random variables tciudi“1 that are distributed as Normal with zero mean and variance s2i , we
set a “ ciei where i is chosen uniformly at random from t1, . . . , du. Since Ec4i “ 3s2i , we have
EraJaaaJs “ 3pEraaJsq2. While this example seems simple, [37, Proposition 3] showed that the
heavy ball method cannot improve convergence rate in this case.
We also derive the growth condition using mini-batch samples for empirical risk minimization.
Proposition 7. For fpxq “ řni“1 fipxq such that Efi “ f and fi P Fp0, Liq, we have
E}∇̂fpxq ´∇fpxq}2 “
ˆ
4
b
Lmax
m
´ 1
˙
}∇fpxq}2 ` 2
b
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}fipx‹q}2, (29)
where ∇̂fpxq “ 1
b
řb
i“1∇fkipxq and a subset tkiubi“1 is sampled uniformly from t1, . . . , nu and
Lmax “ maxi Li.
From this result we have that if b “ ΩpLmax{mq, δ “ p4Lmax{pmbq ´ 1q “ Op1q, then SGD can
be accelerated by ADA, iADA and RMM. A similar result can be found in [35, 42]. We have more
discussion on least squares regression in Appendix G and variance reduction methods in Appendix F.
4 Optimal Averaging Schemes and Decreasing Stepsizes
We discuss general averaging schemes and achieve the optimal convergence rate in the stochastic
setting. Suppose that pmk ´ δnkq < 0 and rk “ r ă 1. Defining ek “ EEk, we have the following
bound:
ek`1 ď p1´ rq´ke1 ` nkσ
2
r
. (30)
By Corollary 6, we know ADA, iADA, and RMM converge to a neighborhood of optimum exponen-
tially with the rateΩp1´
a
m{Lq. To eliminate the variance term nkσ2{r, we could use a decreasing
sequence nk or averaging schemes. First, we introduce a useful lemma for a recursion which from
Example 1.
Lemma 8 (Lemma 2 and 3 in [59]). Consider a recursion relationship
ek`1 ď p1´ arkqek ´ brksk ` cr2k (31)
for non-negative sequences tekuką0, tskuką0 and non-negative constants a, b, c, d, r such that d ě
a.
1. Constant Stepsizes (with Log Terms). Let wk “ p1 ´ arq´pk`1q and WK “
řK
k“1 wk .
There exists a constant r “ rk ď 1{d such that
b
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wksk ` aeK`1 “ O˜
ˆ
de1 exp
„
´aK
d

` c
aK
˙
. (32)
2. Decreasing Stepsizes (Avoiding Log Terms). There exists weights wk and WK “řK
k“1 wk and rk “ r ď 1{d such that
b
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wksk ` aeK`1 “ 32de1 exp
„
´aK
d

` 36 c
aK
. (33)
The key observation is that ADA and iADA have a similar recursion as SGD in Example 1. Applying
Lemma 8, ADA can achieve faster convergence rate.
Theorem 9. Let x¯K “ 1WK
řK
k“1 wkxk and a
2
k{A2k “ mLη2. For weightswk andWK “
řK
k“1 wk
described in the first part of Lemma 8, there exists a constant η “ ηk such that p1´p1` δqLηq ą 0
and iterates obtain by ADA satisfy:
Erfpx¯Kq ´ fpx‹qs “ O˜
ˆ p1` δqL
m
EG1 exp
„
´ K
2p1` δq
c
m
L

` σ
2
?
mLK
˙
. (34)
Moreover, if we choose the weights wk and decreasing ηk described in the second part of Lemma 8,
we can remove the log terms in (34), i.e., replace O˜ with O.
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Appendix H obtains a similar convergence rate for iADA. [15] shows that iADA has the convergence
rate O
´
logpkq
klogpkq
¨ pL´µq}x‹´x0}2
2
` logpkq
k
¨ σ2
m
¯
. On the other hand, we apply averaging schemes to
achieve the optimal convergence rate Opp1 ´am{Lqk ` σ2{kq, which is also a lower bound [11].
Though Lemma 8 gives an optimal convergence rate, weights decrease exponentially and depend on
the convergence rate. In the following section we provide a simpler scheme.
4.1 α-Suffix Averaging
In this section, we seek a scheme with constant weights, but decreasing rk. In particular, we use the
following rk and α-suffix averaging [54] as follows:
rk “
"
d´1 if t ă p1´ αqK ` 1
papk0 ` k ´ p1 ´ αqKqq´1 otherwise , wk “
"
0 if t ă p1´ αqK ` 1
1 otherwise
,
(35)
for some constant 0 ă α ă 1 such that αT is an integer. We can derive a similar result as Lemma 8
for (35) .
Proposition 10. Consider the following recursive relationship
ek`1 ď p1´ arkqek ´ brksk ` cr2k. (36)
For rk and weights wk defined in (35) with k0 “ d{a, andWK “
řK
k“1 wk , we have
b
WK
Kÿ
t“1
wksk ď d
α
e0 exp
„
´ap1´ αqK
d

` c
Kaα
ˆ
1` log
ˆ
1
1´ α
˙˙
. (37)
Applying Proposition 10, we show the optimal convergence bound.
Theorem 11. Let x¯K “ 1WK
řK
k“1 wkxk, a
2
k{A2k “ mLη2, ηk “ rk. For rk and a weights wk ,
WK “
řK
k“1 wk defined in (35), ADA achieves the following bound:
Erfpx¯Kq ´ fpx‹qs “ 2p1` δqL
αm
e0 exp
„
´ p1 ´ αq
2p1` δq
c
m
L
K

`
σ2
´
1` log
´
1
1´α
¯¯
Km1.5L0.5α
. (38)
Compared to Lemma 8, here we discard the first p1 ´ αqK iterates to avoid the log term. Equation
(35) consists of two phases. In the first phase, we use a constant step size to reduces the bias term
exponentially and approach a neighborhood of the optimum. In the second phase, we average up
last iterates and reduce the variance term. The scheme in (35) uses the constant weights that do
not depend on the convergence rate and only requires the polynomial decay of step size, which is
commonly used in SGD and much easy to tune in practice.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
This paper contributes to a broader understanding of the accelerated SGD. We discuss the definition
of the property of robustness and study accelerated convergence rate with a growth condition. Our
results build intuitions of acceleration phenomena in the stochastic setting for convergence analy-
sis and proof techniques in the literature. Three algorithms in Section 2 involve averaging of past
gradients. The use of momentum can be treated as a variance reducer [7]. It may be a critical obser-
vation to derive deep understanding and design a more robust algorithm. We also provide optimal
averaging and decreasing schemes to achieve faster convergence rate up to some constants under the
growth condition. It remains open and is worth studying the minimax optimality depending on the
noise level δ of multiplicative noise under the growth condition (22). It is also interesting to consider
composite optimization, constrained optimization.
Non-strongly convex and non-convex functions. Even though we only discuss the setting where
f is smooth and strongly convex, we can extend our results to the class of non-strongly convex or
non-convex functions. Incorporating the growth condition and some locally convex conditions, such
as Polyak-Lojasiewicz condition [36] or error bound [43], it has been shown that SGD converges in
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[64, Theorem 4]. It remains open for accelerated SGD as our future work. For objectives fpxqthat
are non-strongly convex and L-smooth, we can use AdaptReg in [5], which optimizes regularized
objective fpxq ` pm{2q }x´ x0}2 and exponentially decreases valuem. [5] showed that this reduc-
tion is optimal for algorithms that satisfy the homogenous objective decrease property (HOOD), and
it is not hard to see ADA, iADA, and RMM satisfy HOOD.
Broader Impact
Momentum-based acceleration of stochastic gradient descent is incredibly successful in training
neural networks. Typically training deep learning models requires thousands of epochs and SGD
iterations. A slight improvement of optimizer can save tremendous consumption of time and energy.
Moreover, lacking theoretical understanding for acceleration, trial and error is the only way for
choosing optimizer and tuning parameters, which is ad-hoc and inefficient. This work serves as a
step towards providing the intuition and insight of acceleration of SGD. The theorems provided in
this paper could have a profound impact on optimizing state-of-the-art machine learning models by
leading to a better design for robust accelerated algorithms.
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A Strong Convexity, Lipschitz Continuous Gradient and Bregman
Divergence
We present some useful results on strongly convex and smooth functions. See [73] for details.
Lemma 12. For f P Fpm, 0q, we have
fpyq ě fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` m
2
}y ´ x}2, @x, y,
which implies the following:
1. }∇fpxq ´∇fpyq} ě m}x´ y}, @x, y;
2. fpyq ď fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` 1
2m
}∇fpyq ´∇fpxq}2, @x, y.
Lemma 13. For f P Fp0, Lq, the following conditions are equivalent:
1. }∇fpxq ´∇fpyq} ď L}x´ y}, @x, y.
2. fpyq ď fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` L
2
}y ´ x}2, @x, y.
3. fpyq ě fpxq `∇fpxqT py ´ xq ` 1
2L
}∇fpyq ´∇fpxq}2, @x, y.
We give the definition of a Bregman divergence, which is the difference between the value of ψ at x
and the first order Taylor expansion of ψ around y evaluated at point x.
Definition 14 (Bregman divergence). Let ψ : Ω Ñ R be a function that is: a) strictly convex,
b) continuously differentiable, and c) defined on a closed convex set Ω. The Bregman divergence
associated with ψ for points x, y P Ω is defined as
∆ψpx, yq “ ψpxq ´ ψpyq ´ x∇ψpyq, x´ yy.
Note that Ω “ Rd in our analysis. We have several useful properties of Bregman divergences:
Fact 15 (Nonnegativity). ∆ψpx, yq ě 0 for all x, y.
Fact 16. ∆ψpx, yq “ 0 if and only if x “ y.
Fact 17 (Linearity in ψ). For any a ą 0,∆ψ`aϕpx, yq “ ∆ψpx, yq ` a∆ϕpx, yq.
We define the dual norm }z}‹ “ suptzJx : }x} “ 1u and the convex conjugate.
Definition 18 (Convex Conjugate). A function ψ‹ is the convex conjugate of ψpxq if
ψ‹pzq “ max
x
 
zJx´ ψpxq( . (39)
Fact 19. Let ψ be a differentiable strongly-convex function. Then:
∇ψ‹pzq “ argmax
x
tzJx´ ψpxqu. (40)
Fact 20 (Duality). Suppose ψ is strongly convex. Then
p∇ψ‹q p∇ψpxqq “ x, ∆ψpx, yq “ ∆ψ‹p∇ψpyq,∇ψpxqq.
B Dissipativity Theory
We briefly review dissipativity theory [66, 67] in this section. Consider a linear dynamical system:
ξt`1 “ Aξt `Bωt, (41)
where ξt P Rdξ is the state, ωk P Rdω is the input, A P Rdξˆdξ is the state transition matrix, and
B P Rdξˆdω is the input matrix.
The key concepts in dissipativity theory is the supply rate and the storage function. Supply rate is the
energy change in ξk caused by the driving force ωk, and the storage function quantifies the energy
stored in the state ξ. Formally, the supply rate is a function S :P Rdξ ˆ Rdξ Ñ R that maps any
state/input pair pξ, ωq to the energy delivered from ω to state ξ. The storage function is a function
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V : Rdξ Ñ R`, where R` is denoted as the set of nonnegative real numbers. We say the dissipation
inequality holds if for some 0 ď ρ ă 1
V pξk`1q ´ ρV pξkq ď Spξk, wkq, (42)
which states that the internal energy will dissipate at every step.
Suppose that we know the system satisfies some linear matrix inequalities (LMI) for any state and
input pξ, ωq or a set of external system, which is also called integral quadratic constraint (IQC) [41,
25] in the control theory literature. For example, given f P Fpm,Lq and x, then by co-coercivity,
we have the following sector IQC [41, Lemma 6]:
Spx,∇fpxqq “
„
x
∇fpxq
J „
2mLId ´pm` LqId
´pm` LqId 2Id
 „
x
∇fpxq

ď 0. (43)
IQC can be interpreted as the law of energy conservation followed by the dynamics. Then one can
automatically construct the dissipation inequality using semidefinite programming and the storage
function V can serve as a Lyapunov function. The following key lemma that is a standard result
from the control theory literature.
Lemma 21 (Theorem 2 in [31]). Suppose there exists a matrix P P Rdξˆdω with P ě 0 and
X P Rpdξ`dωqˆpdξ`dωq such that„
AJPA´ ρ2P AJPB
BJPA BJPB

´X ď 0. (44)
Then the dissipation inequality (42) holds for all trajectories of (41) with the quadratic supply rate
Spξ, ωq “ pξJ, ωJqXpξJ, ωJqJ and the storage function V pξq “ ξJPξ. In particular, if for all
Spξ, ωq ď 0, we have V pξk`1q ď ρ2V pξkq.
It is trivial to extend to a stochastic input ωt :“ ωtpςtq with some randomness ςt and the case
involving multiple linear matrix inequalities.
Corollary 22. Suppose there exists a matrix P P Rdξˆdω with P ě 0 such that
λ0
„
AJPA´ ρ2P AJPB
BJPA BJPB

´
Jÿ
j“1
λjXj ď 0, (45)
where pλj , Xjq P Rˆ Rpdξ`dωqˆpdξ`dωq for j “ 1 . . . , J . Then
λ0EV pξk`1q ď ρ2λ0EV pξkq `
Jÿ
j“1
λjESpξk, ωkq, (46)
where S “ řJj“1 Sj , Sjpξ, ωq “ pξJ, ωJqXjpξJ, ωJqJ, and V pξq “ ξJPξ.
In order to apply dissipativity theory, we are required to have some prior knowledge for the supply
rate Spξ, ωq. IQCs is used to capture features of the behavior of partially known components in a
dynamical system and have physical interpretation that dynamical system must satisfy some laws of
energy conservation. They can also be treated as some constraints that all states ξ and inputs ω or a
set of external systems, i.e. a linear dynamical system generated by pξt, ωtq, must meet. Next, we
introduce a IQC which is particular useful for robust momentum method.
Proposition 23. Suppose f P Fpm,Lq. Let x‹ be the unique minimizer of f and gk “ ∇fpykq.
Given ρ, θ such that 0 ă θ ď 1 and 0 ď ρ ď 1, and any sequence of points yk, define y˜k “ yk ´ x‹,
gθpxq “ fpxq ´ fpx‹q ´ θm{2}x´ x‹}2, and qθpykq “ pL´ θmqgpykq ´ }gk}{2. Then, for all k,
1. qθpykq ě 0;
2. pgk ´ θmy˜kqJpLy˜k ´ gkq ě qθpykq;
3. pgk ´ θmy˜kqJpLpy˜k ´ ρ2y˜k´1q ´ pgk ´ ρ2gk´1qq ě qθpykq ´ ρ2qθpyk´1q.
This proposition extends Lemma 3 in [16].
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C Proofs in Section 2
We first give a proof of Theorem 2, which is related to the proof in [19]. However, we prove this
theorem without the lemma on discretization error. Moreover, in order to have a meaningful bound,
we needG1 to be finite. This follows, for example, from Proposition 6.1 in [15].
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that
φkpxq “
kÿ
i“1
aim
2
}x´ xi}2 ` m0
2
}x´ x0}2.
Then φk ismk-smooth wheremk “ Akm`m0. By convexity and (8), we have
Ak´1pfpxkq ´ fpyk´1qq ď Ak´1∇fpxkqJpxk ´ yk´1q “ ak∇fpxkqJp∇φ‹kpzk´1q ´ xkq. (47)
Therefore, for the upper bound Uk “ fpykq, we have
AkUk ´Ak´1Uk´1 “akfpxkq `Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq `Ak´1pfpxkq ´ fpyk´1qq
ďakfpxkq `Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` ak∇fpxkqJp∇φ‹kpzk´1q ´ xkq.
(48)
On the other hand, the lower bound can be expressed as
Lk “ 1
Ak
kÿ
i“1
airfpxiq ´ εJi`1px‹ ´ xiqs `
m0
2
}x‹ ´ x0} ´ 1
Ak
φ‹kpzkq ´
1
Ak
kÿ
i“1
aiω
J
i xi, (49)
which yields
AkLk ´Ak´1Lk´1 “ akfpxkq ´ akεJk`1x‹ ´ ak∇fpxkqJxk ´ φ‹kpzkq ` φ‹k´1pzk´1q. (50)
Combining (48) and (50), we get
AkGk ´Ak´1Gk´1
“AkUk ´Ak´1Uk´1 ´ pAkLk ´Ak´1Lk´1q
ďAkpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` akεJk`1x‹ ` ak∇fpxkqJ∇φ‹kpzk´1q ` φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹k´1pzk´1q
“Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` akεJk`1x‹ ` ak∇fpxkqJ∇φ‹kpzk´1q ` φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹k´1pzk´1q
ďAkpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ φ‹kpzk´1qq ` pzk ´ zk´1qJ∇φ‹kpzk´1q
` φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q
ď ´Akηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
}ωk}2 `AkηkεJk`1ωk ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ φ‹kpzk´1qq `∆φ‹kpzk, zk´1q
“ ´Akηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
}ωk}2 `AkηkεJk`1ωk ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ φ‹kpzk´1qq
`∆φkp∇φ‹kpzkq,∇φ‹kpzk´1qq
ď ´Akηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
}ωk}2 `AkηkεJk`1ωk ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ φ‹kpzk´1qq
` a
2
k
2pAkm`m0q}ωk}
2,
(51)
where we have used the duality of Bregman divergence (fact 20) and φ‹k´1pzq ě φ‹kpzq, and (10)
and the third inequality follows byˆ
ηk ´ Lη
2
k
2
˙
}ωk}2
“´
„
L
2
}yk ´ xk}2 ` ωJk pyk ´ xkq

“fpxkq ´
„
L
2
}yk ´ xk}2 `∇fpxkqJpyk ´ xkq ` fpxkq

´ εJk`1pyk ´ xkq
ďfpxkq ´ fpykq ` ηkεJk`1ωk.
(52)
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By taking expectation on both sides, we get
E
„
Gk ´ Ak´1
Ak
Gk´1

ď´
ˆ
ηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
´ a
2
k
2A2km
˙
E}ωk}2 ` ηkE}εk`1}2
“´
ˆ
ηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
´ a
2
k
2A2km
˙
E}∇fpxkq}2
`
ˆ
ηk ´ ηk
ˆ
1´ Lηk
2
˙
` a
2
k
2A2km
˙
qE}εk`1}2,
(53)
which completes the proof.
Next we show the robustness property of iADA. The technique is similar to the proof of ADA.
Proof of Theorem 3. Define vk “ φ‹kpzkq and
hkpxq “
kÿ
i“1
ai
”
ωJi px´ xiq `
m
2
}x´ xi}2
ı
` m0
2
}x´ x0}2 . (54)
Note that vk “ argminv hkpvq and
hkpvkq “ hk´1pvkq ` akωJk pvk ´ xkq ` akm{2}vk ´ xk}2. (55)
Since the linear term does not affect the Bregman divergence, we have for all u
hk´1pvkq ´ hk´1pvk´1q “ ∇hk´1pvk´1qJpu´ vk´1q `∆hk´1pvk, vk´1q
ě ∆hk´1pvk, vk´1q
“ mk´1
2
}vk ´ vk´1}2,
(56)
where we have used that ∇hk´1pvk´1qJpu ´ vk´1q ě 0, since vk “ argminv hkpvq. Using (10),
we have
φ‹kpzk´1q “
mk´1
mk
vk´1 ` ak
mk
xk. (57)
Then by Jensen’s inequality, (55), (56) and (57) yield
hkpvkq ´ hk´1pvk´1q ěmk´1
2
}vk ´ vk´1}2 ` akm
2
}vk ´ xk}2 ` akωJk pvk ´ xkq
ěmk
2
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ` akωJk pvk ´ xkq.
(58)
Recall Lk “ p1{Akq
!řk
i“1 ai
“
f pxiq ´ εJi px‹ ´ xiq
‰` m0
2
}x‹ ´ x0} ` hkpvkq
)
. Then we have
AkLk ´Ak´1Lk´1 ěakfpxkq ` ak∇fpxkqJpvk ´ xkq
` mk
2
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ´ akεJk`1px‹ ´ vkq.
(59)
On the other hand, for the upper bound Uk “ fpykq, we obtain by convexity and (12) that
Ak´1pfpxkq ´ fpyk´1qq ď ak∇fpxkqJp∇φ‹kpzk´1q ´ xkq, (60)
and
AkUk ´Ak´1Uk´1 “ akfpxkq `Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq `Ak´1pfpxkq ´ fpyk´1qq
ď akfpxkq `Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` ak∇fpxkqJp∇φ‹kpzk´1q ´ xkq.
(61)
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Combining (59) and (61) and (12) yields
AkGk ´Ak´1Gk´1 ďAkpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ` ak∇fpxkqJp∇φ‹kpzk´1q ´∇φ‹kpzkqq
´ mk
2
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ vkq
“Akpfpykq ´ fpxkqq ´Ak∇fpxkqJpyk ´ xkq
´ mk
2
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ vkq
ďAkL
2
}yk ´ xk}2 ´ mk
2
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ` akεJk px‹ ´ vkq
“
ˆ
a2kL
Ak
´ mk
2
˙
}φ‹kpzkq ´ φ‹kpzk´1q}2 ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ vkq
“
ˆ
a2kL
2Ak
´ mk
2
˙
a2k
m2k
}ωk}2 ` akεJk`1px‹ ´ vkq,
(62)
where we have used the inequality of smoothness from Lemma 13 and (10)
Observe that the strong convexity parameter of φk ismAk `m0. Define
v̂k “ ∇φ‹kpzk ` akεk`1q “ ∇φ‹kpzk´1 ´ ak∇fpxkqq.
Then v̂k is independent of εk`1, and, using strong convexity (Lemma 12), we have
E
“
akε
J
k`1px‹ ´ vkq
‰ “E “akεJk`1px‹ ´ v̂kq‰` E “akεJk`1pv̂k ´ vkq‰
ď a
2
k
mk
E}εk`1}2.
Therefore,
E
„
Gk ´ Ak´1
Ak
Gk´1

ď
ˆ
a2kL
2A2k
´ mk
2Ak
˙
a2k
m2k
E
`}∇fpxkq}2 ` }εk`1}2˘` a2k
Akmk
E}εk`1}2
“´
ˆ
mk
2Ak
´ a
2
kL
2A2k
˙
a2k
m2k
E}∇fpxkq}2 `
ˆ
a2k
Akmk
´
ˆ
mk
2Ak
´ a
2
kL
2A2k
˙
a2k
m2k
˙
E}εk`1}2,
and the theorem follows by settingm0 “ 0.
To prove Theorem 4, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 24. For the system (18), f P Fpm,Lq, and 0 ă θ ď 1, 0 ă ρ ă 1, define κ˜ “ L{pθmq,
vk “ p1´ ρ2q´1pp1 ´ ρ2qxk ´ ρ2zkq,
and set
η “ κ˜p1´ ρqp1 ´ ρ2q, β “ κ˜ρ
3
κ˜´ 1 .
Then
pgk ´ θmy˜kqJpLpy˜k ´ ρy˜k´1q ´ pgk ´ ρ2gk´1qq
` λp}vk`1}2 ´ ρ2}vk}2q ` ν}gk ´ θmy˜k}2 “ 0, (63)
where y˜k “ yk ´ x‹, gk “ ∇fpykq,
λ “ pθmq
2pκ˜´ κ˜ρ2 ´ 1q
2ρp1´ ρqp1´ ρ2q2 , ν “
p1 ` ρqp1´ κ˜` 2κ˜ρ´ κ˜ρ2q
2ρ
.
Proof. From the dynamic (18), we have
gk´1 “ pL{ηqpβzk´1 ´ zkq.
Thus,
pLpy˜k ´ y˜k´1q ´ pgk ´ gk´1qq “ Lη ` β ´ 1
η
zk ´ gk. (64)
Now (63) follows from direct calculation and the fact that f P Fpθm,Lq.
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We are ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Define gk “ ∇fpykq. From the dynamic (18), we know that
gk´1 “ pL{ηqpβzk´1 ´ zkq ´ εk.
Thus,
ppy˜k ´ y˜k´1q ´ pgk ´ gk´1qq “ Lηk´1 ` βk´1 ´ 1
η
zk ´ gk ` εk. (65)
Then we get the IQC for the stochastic setting:
pgk ´my˜kqJpLp1` η ` βq{ηzk ´ gkq ě qk ´ ρ2qk´1 ´ pgk ´my˜kqJεk´1. (66)
Proposition 24 states
λ
„
AJPA´ ρ2P AJPB¯
B¯JPA B¯JPB¯

` p´X1 ` νUJUq b Id “ 0, (67)
where
U1 “ p´θm,´θmβ{η, 1, 0q, V1 “ pL,Lβ{η,´1, 0q, V2 “ p0, Lpη ` β ´ 1q{η, 0q,
and Y1 “ pUJV1 ` V J1 Uq{2, Y2 “ pUJV2 ` V J2 Uq{2, ´X1 “ p1 ´ ρ2qY1 ` ρ2Y2 and
P “
„
1 ρ2{p1´ ρ2q
ρ2{p1´ ρ2q ρ4{p1´ ρ2q2

b Id, A “
„
1 β
β 0

b Id, B¯ “ ´ η
L
„
1 0
1 0

b Id. (68)
To use the language of dissipativity theory, define
X2 “ η
L
»
—–
0 0 0 β ´ p1´ ρ2q
0 0 0 β
0 0 0 η{L
β ´ p1´ ρ2q β η{L 0
fi
ffifl ,
X3 “
»
—–
0 0 m{2 0
0 0 mβ{p2ηq 0
m{2 mβ{p2ηq ´1 0
0 0 0 0
fi
ffifl ,
X4 “
»
—–
´L ´Lβ{η 0 0
´Lβ{η ´Lβ2{η2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
fi
ffifl .
Then
UJU ` 2θX3 ` θ
2m2
L
X4 “
ˆ
1´ 2θm
2
L2
` θ2
˙»—–
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
fi
ffifl . (69)
Combining (67) and (69), we know
λ
„
AJPA´ ρ2P AJPB
BJPA BJPB

´
ˆ
X1 `X2 ` 2θX3 ` θ
2m2
L
X4
˙
b Id
“
»
——–
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ´ν
´
1´ 2θm2
L2
` θ2
¯
0
0 0 0 1´ ν
fi
ffiffiflb Id ď 0, (70)
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where we use λa2{L “ 1´ ν. The theorem follows by Corollary 22 and the conservation laws:
E
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl pX3 b Idq
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl ď 0 (Strong convexity),
E
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl pX4 b Idq
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl ď 0 (Strong smoothness),
E
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl pX2 b Idq
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl “ 0 (Unbiasedness),
E
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl p´X1 b Idq
»
—–
xk
zk
gk
εi
fi
ffifl ď ´qθpykq ` ρ2qθpyk´1q (Momentum),
where gθpxq “ fpxq ´ fpx‹q ´ θm{2}x´ x‹}2 and qθpykq “ pL´ θmqgpykq ´ }gk}{2.
We can relate the Lyapunov function of RMM to E}xk ´ x‹}2 as follows. Suppose that
λV pξk`1q ` qθpykq ď ρ2kpV pξ1q ` qθpy0qq ` 1´ ν
1´ ρ2σ
2. (71)
Letting x˜k “ xk ´ x‹, p1´ ρ2qvk “ x˜k ´ ρ2x˜k, we know }vk}2 “ V pξkq and
x˜k “ ρ2pk´1qx˜0 ` p1´ ρ2q
k´1ÿ
t“0
ρ2pk´tqvt. (72)
This gives us
}x˜k}2 ď2ρ4pk´1q}x˜0}2 ` 2p1´ ρ2q2k
k´1ÿ
t“0
ρ4pk´tq}wt}2
ď2ρ4pk´1q}x˜0}2 ` ρ2k2p1´ ρ2q2k
k´1ÿ
t“0
ρt
ˆ
pV pξ1q ` qθpy0qq ` 1´ ν
1´ ρ2σ
2
˙
ďOpρk ` σ2q,
(73)
which implies E}xk ´ x‹} ď Opρk ` σ2q.
D Proofs in Section 3
We combine the property of robustness (defnition 1) with the growth condition (22). We also show
the growth condition for the case of finite sum, which is common in the literature of SGD.
Proof of Corollary 6. For ADA, δnk ´mk ď 0 becomes
p1` δq
ˆ
Lη2
2
` a
2
k
2A2km
˙
ď η.
Letting
a2k
A2k
“ mLη2,
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we have p1` δqLη2 ď η, which yields
η ď 1p1` δqL.
The first part that rADA “ 1´
b
m
Lp1`δq2 follows by choosing η “ 1p1`δqL .
Let γk “ akAk . Then, for iADA, δnk ´mk ď 0 becomes
´p1` δq
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
γ2k
m2
` δ γ
2
k
m
ď 0.
Choosing γ2k “ mL 1´δ1`δ to satisfy the inequality, gives us
riADA “
d
mp1´ δq
Lp1` δq . (74)
For RMM, δnk ´mk ď 0 is
δ ď νp1´ νq
ˆ
1´ 2θm
2
L2
` θ2
˙
, (75)
and the right hand side is form 0 to 1 when 0 ă θ ă 1. To characterize the robustness, we use the
sufficient condition of δnk ´mk ď 0, since p1` ρq{pρp1´ νqq ą 1. Letting θ “ 1´ δ, we have
δp1 ´ δq
1´ 2pm2{L2qp1 ´ δq ` p1 ´ δq2 ď p1´ δq ´ κ` 2κρ´ κρ
2. (76)
Solving this for ρ and ρ “ 1´ r implies
rRMM “
d
mp1´ δq
L
ˆ
1´ δ
1´ 2pm2{L2qp1´ δq ` p1´ δq2
˙
, (77)
provided that
1´ δ
1´ 2pm2{L2qp1´ δq ` p1´ δq2 ą 0. (78)
Proof of Proposition 7. From the smoothness and Lmax “ maxi Li, we have
E}∇̂fpxq ´∇fpxq}2 “ E}∇̂fpxq}2 ´ }∇fpxq}2
ď 1
b2
bÿ
i“1
“
2E}∇fipxq ´∇fipx‹q}2 ` 2E}∇fipx‹q}2
‰´ }∇fpxq}2
ď4
b
Lmax}fpxq ´ fpx‹q}2 ` 2
b
E}fipx‹q}2 ´ }∇fpxq}2
ď
ˆ
4
b
Lmax
m
´ 1
˙
}∇fpxq}2 ` 2
b
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}fipx‹q}2.
(79)
E Proofs in Section 4
We prove a faster convergence rate for ADA from Lemma 8 and establish a new result for recursion.
Proof of Theorem 9. For ADA, by Theorem 2, choosing a2k{A2k “ mLη2, we have
EGk`1 ď p1´
?
mLηkqEGk ´ ηkp1´ p1` δqLηkqE}∇fpxkq}2 ` Lη2kσ2. (80)
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Setting ek “ EGk, sk “ E}∇fpxkq}2, d “ 2p1` δqL ě
?
mL “ a, b “ p1´ p1` δqLηq, c “ σ2,
ηk “ η and applying lemma 8, we get that there exist a η ă 1{d such that b ą p1 ´ p1 ` δqL{dq “
0.5 ą 0 and
b
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wksk ` aeK`1 “ O˜
ˆ
de1 exp
„
´aK
d

` c
aK
˙
. (81)
Moreover, it follows from Jensen’s inequality and convexity that
Erfpx¯Kq ´ fpx‹qs ď 1
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wkE rfpxkq ´ fpx‹qs
ď 1
2mb
b
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wkE}∇fpxkq}2
“O˜
ˆ
d
m
e1 exp
„
´aK
d

` c
aK
˙
,
(82)
where x¯K “ 1WK
řK
k“1 wkxk. The second statement follows using a similar argument.
Proof of Proposition 10. Using (36) and (35) gives for k ě p1´ αKq ` 1
bskwk ď wk p1´ arkq et
rk
´ wkek`1
rk
` crkwk
“ apk0 ` k ´ 1´ p1 ´ αqKqet ´ apk0 ` k ´ p1´ αqKqet`1 ` c
ak
.
(83)
Then we have a telescoping sum
b
WK
Kÿ
t“1
wksk ` apk0 ` αKq
WT
eK`1 ď
ak0ep1´αqK`1
WK
` c
aWK
Kÿ
k“p1´αqK`1
1
k
ďak0
αK
ep1´αq `
c
aαK
log
ˆ
1
1´ α
˙
,
(84)
where we have used that
řK
k“p1´αqK
1
k
ď log
´
1
1´α
¯
and WK “ αK . Moreover, for the first
p1´ αqK of the iterates, we have
ep1´αq ď e0 exp
„
´ap1´ αqK
d

` c
ad
. (85)
The proposition follows by combining (84) and (85) and
b
WK
Kÿ
t“1
wksk ` apk0 ` αKq
αK
eK`1
ďak0
αK
ˆ
e0 exp
„
´ap1´ αqK
d

` c
ad
˙
` c
aαK
log
ˆ
1
1´ α
˙
ď d
α
e0 exp
„
´ap1´ αqK
d

` c
Kaα
ˆ
1` log
ˆ
1
1´ α
˙˙
.
(86)
The proof of Theorem 11. For ADA, by theorem 2, choosing a2k{A2k “ mLη2, we have
EGk`1 ď p1´
?
mLηkqEGk ´ ηkp1´ p1` δqLηkqE}∇fpxkq}2 ` Lη2kσ2. (87)
Setting ek “ EGk , sk “ E}∇fpxkq}2, d “ 2p1 ` δqL ě
?
mL “ a, b “ p1 ´ p1 ` δqLηq,
c “ σ2,ηk “ η and applying Proposition 10, we get b ě p1´ p1` δqL{dq ą 0.5 ą 0 and
b
αT
Kÿ
k“1
wksk ď 2p1` δqL
α
e0 exp
„
´ p1´ αq
2p1` δq
c
m
L
K

` σ
2
K
?
mLα
ˆ
1` log
ˆ
1
1´ α
˙˙
. (88)
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This theorem follows from Jensen’s inequality and convexity that
Erfpx¯Kq ´ fpx‹qs ď 1
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wkE rfpxkq ´ fpx‹qs
ď 1
2mb
b
WK
Kÿ
k“1
wkE}∇fpxkq}2.
(89)
F Variance-Reduced Stochastic Gradient Methods
We discuss how variance-reduced stochastic gradient methods satisfy the growth condition. Start-
ing with Katyusha [1, 3] and followed by many others [2, 4, 72, 40], a family of variance reduced
stochastic gradient algorithms have recently emerged that achieve the optimal convergence rates us-
ing negativemomentum. [46] developed a method incorporating the “double acceleration” technique
to accelerate SVRG, achieving an optimal convergence rate for non-strongly convex and strongly
convex objectives in non-mini-batch settings. [71] proposed a directly accelerated variant of SAGA
using a novel Sampled Negative Momentum, which achieves the best-known oracle complexity for
strongly convex problems. However, numerical experiments and theoretical results in [21] shown
that negative momentum is unnecessary to achieve acceleration and established a universal accelera-
tion framework that allows all popular variance-reducedmethods to achieve accelerated convergence
rates, which is closely related to our general growth condition.
Consider the convex minimization problem in finite-sum setting,
min fpxq :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
fipxq, (90)
where fi is Li-smooth. An estimator of gradient ∇̂fpykq satisfies General Growth Condition (GGC)
if it is unbiased and there exist c1, c2, r and a sequence Vk, such that 0 ď r ă 1,
E}∇̂fpyk`1q ´∇fpyk`1q}2 ď c1
n
nÿ
i“i
E}∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q}2 ` Vk, (91)
Vk ď c2
n
nÿ
i“i
E}∇fipyy`1q ´∇fipx‹q}2 ` p1´ rqVk´1. (92)
This definition and proofs is similar to [21], but our definition is closely related to the growth con-
dition. We are ready to prove the convergence theorem for accelerating variance-reduced stochastic
gradient methods.
Proposition 25. Suppose GGC holds for ∇̂fpykq. For a sequence sk ą 0 such that stp1 ´ rq ď
st´1p1´ r{2q, we have
kÿ
t“1
stE}∇̂fpxtq ´∇fpxtq}2 ď
kÿ
t“1
ˆ
c1 ` 2c2
r
˙
st
nÿ
i“1
E}∇fipxtq ´∇fipx‹q}2. (93)
Proof of Proposition 25. The recursive expression of (92) yields
kÿ
t“1
stVt ďc2
kÿ
t“1
tÿ
j“1
stp1´ rqt´j
nÿ
i“1
E}∇fipxjq ´∇fipx‹q}
“c2
kÿ
j“1
kÿ
t“j
stp1 ´ rqt´j
nÿ
i“1
E}∇fipxjq ´∇fipx‹q}
ďc2
kÿ
j“1
kÿ
t“j
sj
´
1´ r
2
¯t´j nÿ
i“1
E}∇fipxjq ´∇fipx‹q}
ďc2
kÿ
j“1
2sj
r
nÿ
i“1
E}∇fipxjq ´∇fipx‹q},
(94)
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by exchanging the summation and the assumption stp1´rq ď st´1p1´r{2q and
řk
t“jp1´r{2qt´j ă
2{r. This implies the proposition.
Our main theorem for variance reduced methods is as follows.
Theorem 26. Suppose that an algorithmA converges robustly with constants pρ,R,Nq and a Lya-
punov function V , the general growth condition (91) and (92) holds for constants pc1, c2, rq such
that
LmaxN
ˆ
c1 ` 2c2
r
˙
´mR ă 0. (95)
Assume that
1´ r ď ρp1´ r{2q. (96)
Then
EV pξk`1q ď ρkEV pξ1q. (97)
The proof of Theorem 26. The smoothness and convexity of fi imply
1
n
nÿ
i“1
1
2Li
}∇fipζkq ´∇fipx‹q}2 ď 1
n
nÿ
i“1
rfipζkq ´ fipx‹qs “ fpζkq ´ fpx‹q. (98)
The strong convexity of f yields
}∇fpζkq}2 ě 2mpfpζkq ´ fpx‹qq. (99)
By the definition of robust convergence, we have
EV pξk`1q ďρEV pξkq ´RE}∇fpζkq}2 `NE}εk}2
ďρkEV pξ1q ´R
kÿ
t“1
ρk´tE}∇fpζtq}2 `Nρk
kÿ
t“1
ρ´tE}∇̂fpζtq ´∇fpζtq}2
ďρkEV pξ1q ´ 2mR
kÿ
t“1
ρk´tE rfpζtq ´ fpx‹qs
`Nρk
kÿ
t“1
ˆ
c1 ` 2c2
r
˙
ρ´tE
«
1
n
nÿ
i“1
}∇fipζtq ´∇fipx‹q}2
ff
ďρkEV pξ1q ´
kÿ
t“1
2mRρk´tE rfpζtq ´ fpx‹qs
`
kÿ
t“1
2LmaxN
ˆ
c1 ` 2c2
r
˙
ρk´tE rfpζtq ´ fpx‹qs ,
(100)
where we have used Proposition 25 and (99) and (98), and Lmax “ maxi Li. This theorem follows
by the assumption that
LmaxN
ˆ
c1 ` 2c2
r
˙
´mR ă 0. (101)
Two population variance reduction methods, SAGA and SVRG, satisfy GGC.
Proposition 27. Consider SAGA:
∇̂SAGAfpyk`1q “ 1
b
˜ÿ
jPJk
∇fjpyk`1q ´∇fjpφjkq
¸
` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
∇fipφikq, (102)
and φ
j
k`1 “ yk`1 for j P Jk where Jk is sampled uniformly in t1, . . . , nu with size b and replace-
ment. Then SAGA satisfies GGC (91) and (92) with
c1 “ 2
b
, c2 “ 2
n
, r “ b
n
,V “ 2
bn
nÿ
i“1
E
››∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q››2 . (103)
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Proof of Proposition 27. Note that
EJk}∇̂fpyk`1q ´∇fpyk`1q}2
ďEJk
›››››1b
˜ÿ
jPJk
∇fjpyk`1q ´∇fjpφjkq
¸
´
«
∇fpyk`1q ´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
∇fipφikq
ff›››››
2
ď 1
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk
››∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q `∇fipx‹q ´∇fipφikq››2
ď 2
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk }∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q}2 `
2
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk
››∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q››2 ,
(104)
where EJkr¨s “ Er¨|Gks and we use the equality E}X ´ EX}2 ď E}X}2. We also have
EJk
nÿ
i“1
}∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q}2
“EJk
ÿ
iPJk
}∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q}2 ` EJk
ÿ
iRJk
}∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q}2
“ b
n
nÿ
i“1
}∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q}2 `
ˆ
1´ b
n
˙ nÿ
i“1
}∇fipφik´1q ´∇fipx‹q}2.
(105)
Thus,
c1 “ 2
b
, c2 “ 2
n
, r “ b
n
,V “ 2
bn
nÿ
i“1
E
››∇fipφikq ´∇fipx‹q››2 . (106)
It is not hard to see the estimations are unbiased.
Proposition 28. Consider a variant of SVRG: A random variable Ik is 0 with probability 1 ´ 1{p
and 1 with probability 1{p and define
∇̂SVRGfpyk`1q “
#
1
b
´ř
jPJk
∇fjpyk`1q ´∇fjpy¯kq
¯
`∇fpy¯kq if Ik “ 0
∇fpyk`1q if Ik “ 1
,
y¯k`1 “
"
y¯k if Ik “ 0
yk`1 if Ik “ 1 ,
(107)
where Jk is sampled uniformly in t1, . . . , nu with size b and replacement. Then SVRG satisfies GGC
(91) and (92) with
c1 “ 2p1´ 1{pq
b
, c2 “ 2
bp
ˆ
1´ 1
p
˙
, r “ 1
p
, (108)
and
V “ 2p1´ 1{pq
bn
nÿ
i“1
}∇fipy¯kq ´∇fipx‹q}2 . (109)
Proof of Proposition 28. Following the same argument as in the the proof of Proposition 27, we
have
EJk,Ik}∇̂fpyk`1q ´∇fpyk`1q}2
ď1´ 1{p
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk,Ik }∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q `∇fipx‹q ´∇fipy¯kq}2
ď2p1´ 1{pq
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk,Ik }∇fipyk`1q ´∇fipx‹q}2
` 2p1´ 1{pq
bn
nÿ
i“1
EJk,Ik }∇fipy¯kq ´∇fipx‹q}2 ,
(110)
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where EJk,Ik r¨s “ Er¨|Gks. Note also that
EIk´1 }∇fipy¯kq ´∇fipx‹q}2
“1
p
}∇fipykq ´∇fipx‹q} `
ˆ
1´ 1
p
˙
}∇fipy¯k´1q ´∇fipx‹q}.
(111)
Thus,
c1 “ 2p1´ 1{pq
b
, c2 “ 2
bp
ˆ
1´ 1
p
˙
, r “ 1
p
, (112)
and
V “ 2p1´ 1{pq
bn
nÿ
i“1
}∇fipy¯kq ´∇fipx‹q}2 . (113)
It is not hard to see the estimations are unbiased.
If we choose p “ b{n, then SAGA and SVRG have similar constants for GGC. We think there are
more variance reduction methods such as Finito [17], MISO [45], SDCA [57] that can be applied to
this framework. Also, it is possible to extend to other incremental gradient algorithms [29, 28] and
biased methods like SAG [56] and SARAH [50, 22].
Assume that ρ ě p1` r{2q´1. We get (96) since
p1` r{2qp1´ rq ď p1` r
2
qp1´ rq ď 1´ r
2
. (114)
For SAGA,
c1 ` x2
r
“ 4
b
. (115)
Then we apply this to ADA and obtain
ρ ě 1´
c
m
L
b
b` κ ě
ˆ
1`
c
m
L
b
b` κ
˙´1
. (116)
Combining two low bounds yield
ρ ě
ˆ
1`min
"
1`
c
m
L
b
b` κ,
b
2n
*˙´1
. (117)
G More discussions on Accelerated SGD for least square regression
[34] proposed two moment assumptions that
EraJaaaJs ă C1Σ, EraJΣ´1aaJas ă C2Σ, (118)
where Σ “ EraaJs. The former states the co-coercivity (smoothness) that ensures SGD converges
and is a the common assumption for SGD with constant-step size [23, 18, 10, 20]. The latter is
called statistical condition and governs how many samples ai „ D are required such that the em-
pirical covariance is spectrally close, i.e. Σ{c ă 1
n
aia
J
i ă cΣ. See [30] for derivation of matrix
concentration inequalities. Here we use a different prospective to understand the moment condition
and accelerated SGD which is close related to growth condition.
If we assume a is normal distributed, a „ N p0,Σq, it is well-known [60] that
EpaJAaqpaJBaq “ trpAΣq trpBΣq ` 2 trpAΣBΣq, (119)
for all symmetric A,B, yielding
E}∇̂fpxq ´∇fpxq}2 “ trppx´ x‹qpx´ x‹qJΣq trpΣq
` 2 trppx´ x‹qpx´ x‹qJΣ2q ´ }∇fpxq}2
ď
ˆ
dL
m
` 1
˙
}∇fpxq}2.
(120)
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This does not implies acceleration and variance reduction or mini-batch are needed for acceleration.
However, if we use different norm, then
}∇̂fpxq}Σ´1 ď p2 ` dq}∇fpxq}Σ´1 . (121)
This can incorporate with the potential function }yk ´ x‹}2 ` }φ‹kpzkq ´ x‹}2{m for ADA to prove
an accelerated convergence bound. See Lemma 4 and Appendix D in [34].
Note that the assumption of the normal distribution is not too restricted since (118) means the fourth
moment is dominated by the second moment.
H Optimal Averaging Schemes and Decreasing Stepsizes for iADA
By the proof of Theorem 3, letting a2k{A2k “ γ2k , gk “ E}∇fpxkq}2, we have
EGk`1 ďp1´ γkqEGk ´ γ
2
k
m2
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
E}∇fpxkq}2
`
„
γ2k
m
´
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
γ2
m2

pδgk ` σ2q
ďp1´ γkqEGk `
„
´p1` δq
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
γ2k
m2
` δ γ
2
k
m

gk
`
„
γ2k
m
´
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
γ2k
m2

σ2.
(122)
If γ2k ď mL 1´δ1`δ , we have
´p1` δq
ˆ
m
2
´ γ
2
kL
2
˙
γ2k
m2
` δ γ
2
k
m
ď 0.
Hence, we can rewrite (122) as
EGk`1 ď
´
1´ γk
2
¯
EGk ´ γk
2
EGk ` γ
2
kσ
2
m
, (123)
which is the form of (36). Then we can apply same technique in proof of Theorem 9 and Theorem 11.
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